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Security Vulnerabilities
 Anti-Patterns for vulnerabilities



Ignoring vulnerabilities until attacked
Assuming vulnerabilities won’t be exploited:
– Unsecure embedded networks
– Reverse engineering of devices
– Hidden functionality



Assuming passwords will be secure

https://goo.gl/kaXtvC

 Vulnerability: a point in the system susceptible to attack
 Includes HW, SW, network, people, infrastructure, organization
 Exploit: a method of converting a vulnerability to a security breach
 Attack: someone uses an exploit to breach system security
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Even Simple Devices Are Targets
https://goo.gl/zxGH4S

https://goo.gl/fZQP4D
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Weak or Master Passwords
 Weak passwords are bad
 1234, 777 (US), 888888 (China)
 password, iloveyou, qwerty
 Factory master passwords are worse!
 Once one user knows, everyone will know
 Don’t use the same key in all systems
 Keeloq car remote broken due to using
same manufacturer key in all units
 Use long enough crypto keys
 https://www.keylength.com/en/5/
 Every year safe key size gets a little longer
 E.g.: 256 bit symmetric key
3072 bit public key

PASSWORD STRENGTH BY USER TYPE (UP IS BAD!)
https://goo.gl/ozKDt1
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Avoid Default Passwords
https://goo.gl/2aXD4s

https://goo.gl/n82V4u

Username
666666
888888
admin
admin
admin
admin
admin
admin
admin
admin
admin
admin
admin
admin
admin
admin
admin1
administrator
Administrator
guest
guest
mother
root
root
root
root
root
root
root
root

Password
666666
888888
(none)
1111
1111111
1234
12345
123456
54321
7ujMko0admin
admin
admin1234
meinsm
pass
password
smcadmin
password
1234
admin
12345
guest
f***er
(none)
0
1111
1234
12345
123456
54321
666666

Username Password
root
7ujMko0admin
root
7ujMko0vizxv
root
888888
root
admin
root
anko
root
default
root
dreambox
root
hi3518
root
ikwb
root
juantech
root
jvbzd
root
klv123
root
klv1234
root
pass
root
password
root
realtek
root
root
root
system
root
user
root
vizxv
root
xc3511
root
xmhdipc
root
zlxx.
root
Zte521
service
service
supervisor supervisor
support support
tech
tech
ubnt
ubnt
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Mistakes Using Cryptography
 Attackers go after implementation

mistakes


https://goo.gl/v4xgKu

Usually you don’t have to break the
cryptography

 Typical mistakes
 Sending initial passwords or secrets without
encrypting
 Using known flawed protocols (e.g., flawed
secret key exchange, flawed software)
 Implementing your own crypto from books
 Permitting weak passwords
 Not applying security patches
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Embedded Network Attacks
 “Proprietary protocol”

does not provide
much protection


Automotive CAN with
proprietary messaging

http://www.autosec.org/pubs/cars-oakland2010.pdf
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Physical Access to System
 How easy is it for someone to steal your design?
 Hardware design
 Software design
 Chip peels are no big deal
 Can recover hardware schematics from silicon
 Can recover software from memory
 “Tamper resistant” is a good way to slow down attacks – but does not stop them

http://www.scienceprog.com/safety-protection-guides-and-fact-about-microcontroller-you-should-know/
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Hidden Functionality
 Assume that any “secret” functionality

will be revealed




Factory test modes
Factory service modes
“Easter eggs”

 This includes:
 Service technician master password
 Ability to reset system
 Default administrative accounts
 Potential better approach:
 “Factory test” jumper on internal board
 Factory test mode warning on screen

https://goo.gl/Ty9aYJ
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Counterfeit Systems
 How do you know components are legitimate?
 Often chips/boards fail to meet specifications,
but are superficially the same function
– Rejects that failed non-functional testing
– Salvaged used components
– “Clone” hardware without safety mechanisms



What if fake shows up in a critical application?
US Customs seizes ~1-2 million fake ICs per year

http://www.eetimes.com/electronics-news/4229964/Chipcounterfeiting-case-exposes-defense-supply-chainflaw?pageNumber=3

 What if someone wants to clone your whole product?
 “Tamper-proofing” may help, but not if attack is lucrative
 Clones might be built in part by scavaging authentic components
 Will need to have some way to authenticate and track serial numbers
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Cloud Connected Devices
 Embedded meets Internet Security
 Need good practices for IT security
 Need good practices for embedded
 IT penetration can cause safety issues
via embedded device(!)
 Questions to ask in design
 How does Cloud know it is a legitimate device?

http://vint.sogeti.com/internet-things-world-fridge-spambot/

– Deploy each device with a unique public key signed by factory


How does user securely connect smart phone to device?
– Print unique WPA (etc.) key on sticker inside unit



What if user forgets password?
– Provide “factory reset” ability; NOT a shared master factory password



How will you do secure update? Factory Key revocation?
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More Embedded-Specific Security Issues
 Resources are scarce


Consider a Smart Card chip (TPM) for keys & crypto

 Embedded networks are generally insecure
 Short network messages, no built-in security
 Power, memory, CPU constrain security resources
 Power drain attacks
 Attacks designed to deplete batteries
 Real time operation attacks
 Only a slight overload might cause real time schedule problems
 Tamper resistance & evidence for critical properties
 How can you prove someone didn’t alter your safety critical system? (Even the owner?)
 Ensuring updates are authentic & are installed
 How can you ensure only certified configurations will run?
 How do you ensure installation of required updates with intermittent external connectivity?
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Security Vulnerabilities Best Practices
 Be realistic with vulnerabilities
 Users won’t change default passwords
 Weak passwords will be used
 Counterfeit systems will be built
 All network systems will be attacked
https://goo.gl/Lk2rbH

 Pitfalls:
 Assuming users will practice excellent security hygiene
 Using a master password
 Assuming attackers can’t extract secrets from at least one device
– Using a given symmetric key in more than one device instance
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